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poringa hit bocah sd diperkosa bergilir hit the songwriting was crucial of course, but what xentrix
managed to do, and what so many of their peers had for a variety of reasons )often budget-related)

failed to do, was to make an album that could stand next to and justice for all or the new order
without sounding cheap or amateurish. key to this was producer john cuniberti, then fresh from

recording a pair of bona fide thrash classics, vio-lences eternal nightmare and forbiddens forbidden
evil. what that meant was that from the opening galloping riff of no compromise, shattered existence

sounded right. that song is exactly what the teenage thrasher of 1989 wanted: an angry, catchy
justification of metal itself, seemingly addressed to record company executives dont tell me that you

think it wont sell/ thats just a fucking lousy lie but essentially aimed squarely at its audience: dont
think what you parents might say/ if its too noisy, fast and loud/ just fuck em all, and do it anyway/
stand up and be proud. a little gauche you might think; but when set to a memorable tune with fast
and heavy guitars and delivered by a singer with a convincing hetfield/chuck billy voice, a kind of

alchemy takes place.
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following the release of this record, xentrix toured the uk with fellow thrash metal veterans metallica
in support of kill 'em all, before embarking on their own headline tour of the uk later that year. a
compilation of live material from this period was released in 1990, recorded at the phonus cafe in

preston and entitled live! (see below). shortly after completing a uk tour with metallica, xentrix spent
most of 1990 recording the album 'reason for destruction' at south wales' famous loco studios. the

album was released on june 26, 1991 and was produced by dave sardy who had previously produced
albums for megadeth and pantera amongst others. following the release of 'reason for destruction',

xentrix continued to tour with both metallica and pantera, before heading to south america and
spending two weeks recording their third album 'songs for the masses' in brazil. the result of these
two weeks was a new label, bot game records, and a new ep, dilute to taste. the ep was released in

1992 and was recorded at bot game's london studios and at a bungalow in são paulo, brazil. in
december 1993, xentrix were on the festival circuit again, this time at the famous bloodstock open
air. they headlined the event and played a set alongside judas priest, with metallica opening. the
following month, the band played a four-gig tour of the uk, culminating in a show in birmingham

supporting the band machine head. xentrix spent the rest of 1994 and 1995 touring extensively with
metallica and megadeth. in december 1995, the band released a live album and cd, recorded at the
'live' show at birmingham's alexandra palace in march 1994. all the tracks are from the new album,

but the latter half of the set features a medley of xentrix's best songs, including reptile, the devil you
know and the title track to transcend. 5ec8ef588b
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